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Modern Islam
1979,

 Iranian Revolution. 

Iranian Revolution
Event

The Iranian Revolution was a series of events that 
culminated in the overthrow of the Pahlavi dynasty 
under Shah Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, and the 
replacement of his government with an Islamic 
republic under the Grand Ayatollah Ruhollah 
Khomeini, a leader of one of the factions in the 
revolt. Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iranian_Revolution




Before 1979 Iran was ruled by the Shah, and the people 
started to protest his rule because he was quite a Dictator.

Khomeini.

Ruhollah Khomeini
Former Supreme Leader of Iran

Mohammad Reza 
Pahlavi
Iranian Monarch

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruhollah_Khomeini
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruhollah_Khomeini
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohammad_Reza_Pahlavi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohammad_Reza_Pahlavi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohammad_Reza_Pahlavi


Sharia Law

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sharia


Immutable; unchanging over time or unable to be changed.

Fiqh is Islamic jurisprudence. Fiqh is often described as the human 
understanding and practices of the sharia, that is human 
understanding of the divine Islamic law as revealed in the Quran and 
the Sunnah. Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiqh


Shia
Sunni,



House of Saud
Sunni. 

Wahhabism.

Mecca & Medina

Medina

Mecca

200 miles apart

Sunni

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Saud
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mecca
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medina


15,000
That distinction likely goes to the House of Saud, the ruling royal family of 
Saudi Arabia. Comprising 15,000 family members (although a majority of the 
wealth is only held by about 2,000 of them), the House of Saud is estimated 
to be worth $1.4 trillion. Aug 18, 2018

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/18/this-royal-familys-wealth-could-be-more-than-1-trillion.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/18/this-royal-familys-wealth-could-be-more-than-1-trillion.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/18/this-royal-familys-wealth-could-be-more-than-1-trillion.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/18/this-royal-familys-wealth-could-be-more-than-1-trillion.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/18/this-royal-familys-wealth-could-be-more-than-1-trillion.html


Church/State





eight 
billion dollars in Afghanistan

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/10/world/asia/afghanistan-air-force.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/10/world/asia/afghanistan-air-force.html


Wahhabism

Wahhabism
Wahhabism is an Islamic doctrine and 
religious movement founded by 
Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab. It has 
been variously described as 
"ultraconservative", "far-right" "austere", 
"fundamentalist", or "puritan"; ... Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wahhabism


Al-Azhar University,

Muhammad ibn Abd 
al-Wahhab

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Azhar_University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monotheism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apostasy_in_Islam
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mazaar
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad_ibn_Abd_al-Wahhab
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad_ibn_Abd_al-Wahhab


 (Benazir Bhutto)

Zia 

Muhammad 
Zia-ul-Haq
Former 
President of 
Pakistan

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benazir_Bhutto
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muhammad_Zia-ul-Haq#:~:text=Muhammad%20Zia%2Dul%2DHaq%20(,longest%2Dserving%20head%20of%20state.


United States & Saudi Arabia hold him in power,



Peshawar,



Mujahideen
is the plural form of mujahid, the 
Arabic term for one engaged in 
jihad. The English term jihadists 
grammatically corresponds to it. 
Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mujahideen


 Taliban

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mujahideen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taliban


Insurgents in the border area of Zabul Province in Afghanistan. Over the 
years, wealthy Saudi sheikhs and philanthropists have stoked the war by 
privately financing the Taliban and other hard-line Sunni groups.
Mirwais Khan/Associated Press

Taliban.



Abdullah Yusuf Azzam 

Abdullah Yusuf Azzam also known as the Father of 
Global Jihad was a Palestinian Sunni Islamic 
scholar and theologian and founding member of 
al-Qaeda. Azzam preached both defensive and 
offensive jihad by Muslims to help the Afghan 
mujahideen against the Soviet invaders. Wikipedia

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abdullah_Yusuf_Azzam


Osama Bin Laden

Al-Qaeda

Osama Bin Laden

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Osama_bin_Laden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Qaeda#:~:text=Al%2DQaeda%20has%20mounted%20attacks,and%20the%202002%20Bali%20bombings.


 15 are from Saudi Arabia, 
Why?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hijackers_in_the_September_11_attacks


Church/State

Saudi Arabia is an example of a country 
with zero separation between church and 
state. The government is an Islamic 
Monarchy. The government has 
promised the safety of those who are not 
muslim practicing their faith privately (in 
their own homes), but publicly it is 
against the law. 

Failure to comply is punishable by a 
fine, lashing, torture, deportation, 
imprisonment, and or death. Since the 
muslim population is 90%, most 
Arabians do not wish for a 
government where state and church 
are separated from one another. 

https://stateandchurchsep.weebly.com/sa
udi-arabia.html

https://stateandchurchsep.weebly.com/saudi-arabia.html
https://stateandchurchsep.weebly.com/saudi-arabia.html


. 



Saudi Arabia launches biggest sports academy for 
boys and girls.

https://www.aipsmedia.com/index.html?page=artdetail&art=28393&Saudi-Arabia
https://www.aipsmedia.com/index.html?page=artdetail&art=28393&Saudi-Arabia


Iran = Shia = Catholicism



Shia
Catholicism Sunni

Protestantism.

Saudi Arabia = Sunni = Protestantism



Mecca & Medina. 



They'd bring in equipment, like bombs and they would just decimate cultural sites that 
have existed for thousands of years, going back to the days of Babylon. They would just 
decimate everything and they would take  archaeologists and historians who worked at 
those sites who preserved those sites and they would publicly execute them.  They made 
a big point of destroying any type of history or culture that had been preserved across the 
Middle East. They destroyed thousands of years of these ancient sites that had been 
preserved. The reason they did that is because Isis belongs to the Sunni sect and those 
cultural sites are seen as either being used for Idolatry or encouraging Idolatry. 



In an Al-Hayat film documenting the 
destruction at the Mosul Museum 
and Nineveh, one militant states:

“The Prophet Muhammad 
shattered the idols with his 
own honourable hands when 
he conquered Mecca. 
The Prophet Muhammad 
commanded us to shatter and 
destroy statues. This is what 
his companions did later on, 
when they conquered lands.”



Hezbollah
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hezbollah


their threat for the last 40 
years has largely come from Saudi Arabia.



 Catholic 
Protestant



of Saudi Arabia’s substantial involvement of the execution of the 911 
attacks. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alleged_Saudi_role_in_September_11_attacks
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alleged_Saudi_role_in_September_11_attacks


preserve 
this alliance between the United States 
and Saudi Arabia. 



Walter Veith,

“Islam cannot be responsible for 911 and I’ll tel you 
why, because I’ve travelled from the north to the 

south and from the south to the north of Syria before 
their Civil War,  and it was a backward ignorant 

country, they cant be responsible for the 911 
attacks.” 



Walter Veith



Syria



Is Syria predominantly Sunni or Shia? 
Is Assad Sunni or Shia?  
Assad is Shia, the whole House of Assad is 
Shia, it's a Shia country. 

In their Civil War, who's going to support 
Assad and who's going to support the 
Rebels?  

Iran will support Assad and Saudi Arabia 
will support the Rebels because Iran is 
supporting another Shia country. Iran is 
united with Russia, which is also another 
ally of Assad in Syria, so they work 
together. 

The United States is allied to Saudi Arabia; 
they'll support the Rebels. 
Again, behind it all, it has the same 
sectarian rift within Islam. 

Iran Syria

Bashar al-Assad
President of Syria

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bashar_al-Assad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bashar_al-Assad






“Oh, it wasnt Islam it was the 
Zionists” “Well, its not really the Jewish 
Jews its the Jews that are controlled by the Papacy.” 

“it was the Jews.”  



“it was impossible that 15 Saudis could have participated in 911.”

“We still ask ourselves, who has benefited from 911, 
I think it is the Jews, the antagonists.” 



This was a bit of a diversion from 
our study to just have an overview 
of what's happened in the Middle 
East over the last 40 years. 
It's a big subject, and we just 
wanted to break down the two 
branches of Islam, Shia & Sunni. 



WHOA!

They have become Church/State unions in two countries in the Middle East that 
have engulfed the rest of that region in proxy wars ever since, destroying vast areas 
of the Middle East outside their own countries, from Lebanon to Syria to Pakistan. 

One is Shia and one is Sunni, both are quite radical and both believe in Sharia Law. 
Saudi Arabia saw an opportunity with the Afghanistan Civil War along with the 
United States backing to become involved in that war to export there radical version 
of Islam. Through there Clerics and the hundreds of Church/Schools along the 
Pakistan/Afghanistan border. They would recruit and indoctrinate both the 
Mujahideen fighters and the refugees along with their children. 

It all particularly centers around this one town of Peshawar. Out of Peshawar come 
two leaders who unite, Azzam, the Father of Modern Jihad who then calls his friend 
in Peshawar, Osama Bin Laden and they unite and become the two co-founders of 
Al-Qaeda. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Al-Qaeda#:~:text=Al%2DQaeda%20has%20mounted%20attacks,and%20the%202002%20Bali%20bombings.




 Isis. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_State_of_Iraq_and_the_Levant




“terrorism couldnt come from the Middle East because I went to Syria and it was really 
backwards”  



WHOA!

 T



WHOA!



If we just go back to that one quote by Walter Veith when 
he goes into Zionism, the Rothschilds and the Illuminati. 
We will review it next week, I just wanted us not so much 
to talk about Walter Veith but to just see the steps that 
Islam has taken over the last 40 years in the Middle East, 
the Church/State issues they are facing.  



Jamal Khashoggi
Saudi Arabian author

his 
mistake was that he would speak about it. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jamal_Khashoggi




So, in the last 6000 years . . . 

MODERN ISRAEL ANCIENT ISRAEL



Classic rules of Parable Teaching...

Ancient
                                 
400
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260                    
Darkness        Messenger                             EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                     (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath



We find that they have been in darkness. . . 

Ancient
                                 
400
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260                    
Darkness        Messenger                             EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                     (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath



In Ancient Israel. . . 

Ancient
                                 
400
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260                    
Darkness        Messenger                             EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                     (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath

Moses
Miller,



There going to be led out,

Ancient
                                 
400
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260                    
Darkness        Messenger                             EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                     (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath

Moses
re-institute the Sabbath.

Ellen White re-institute 
the Sabbath. 



With a Parable we are to compare & contrast. . .

CONTRASTCOMPARE

PARABLE PARABLE



structure.



There’s going to be a coming out. . . 
Egypt Apostate 

Protestantism
Moses, re-institute the 

Sabbath
Ellen White

Sabbath is re-introduced. 

Ancient
                                 EGYPT                                                                                             
400                                                                                                                                                                           
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260                   Apostate Protestantism 
Darkness        Messenger                            EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                    (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath



So, coming back to Egypt. . . 
 Egypt

 Apostasy,

failure

 failure

Babylon

failures
Rome

Failure Failure 
Success. 

Ancient
                                 EGYPT                                                  Babylon                                                         Rome  
400                                        F                                                   F                                                           S                                                                     
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260               F    Apostate Protestantism 
Darkness        Messenger                            EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                    (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath



Failure.

Ancient
                                 EGYPT                                                  Babylon                                                            Rome  
400                                        F                                                   F                                          S                                                                   
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260            1798  F   Apostate Protestantism 
Darkness        Messenger                            EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                    (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath

It's the exact same pattern of Modern Israel. . .



Then we have the history of 1888. . .

Success. 

Ancient
                                 EGYPT                                                  Babylon                                              Rome  
400                                        F                                           F                                                        S                                                                   
Darkness        Messenger                            Moses
Captivity        Moses                                   (Prophet)
Lost Sabbath                         reinstitute the Sabbath

Modern
1260           1798  F    Apostate Protestantism                   F   1888                                   S    
Darkness        Messenger                             EGWhite                       
Captivity        Miller                                     (Prophet)
Lost sabbath                          reinstitute the Sabbath




